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Let's talk

Welcome to
Richmond

Richmond is an international ELT publisher. We offer  
a complete range of print and online resources for  
young learners and teenagers. We are committed  
to the development of appropriate, dynamic and innovative  
teaching materials. Continual teacher development and  
training form the foundation of our service to your teaching  
staff and institution.

Our objective is to produce and publish materials for the teaching of 
English as a foreign language. Our main goal is to provide solutions for 
both educators and learners in all of the countries in which we operate, 
while respecting the uniqueness of each country and culture.

A Richmond educator counts on innovative print and digital 
content that meets their current needs and anticipates how they’ll be 
teaching in the future. As an additional benefit, Richmond’s team of 
education specialists closely monitor the ever-changing challenges and 
opportunities that crop up in all types of classrooms.
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...education
In the preschool years, children attempt to explain 
how things work and why things occur. While their 
explanations can often seem far-fetched to adults, 
their stream of how and why questions display a 
real desire to reason and solve problems about the 
causes of events.

...concepts
Concepts of print start to develop early 
in a child. Affective instruction in the 
preschool years is extremely important. 
Many times, children will create their own 
theories on how concepts of print work.  

...connection
Effective early literacy instruction provides 
preschool children with developmentally 
appropriate settings, materials, experiences, 
and social support that encourage early forms 
of reading and writing to flourish and develop 
into conventional literacy. 

...development
Before children can read and write, 
they need to learn about sounds, 
words, language, books and stories. 
Preschool has a vital role to play in 
helping a child with early literacy 
development.

...play
Make-believe play should be encouraged 
by teachers in the preschool years. Since 
children often identify with characters in 
books, reading stories that show children 
or other characters engaging in symbolic 
play is a good method to inspire children 
to participate in pretend play in new or 
unique ways.

Let's talk
Preschool...
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 Greetings
 Numbers 1-5
 School objects: book, chair, 
crayon, table
 Face: ears, eyes, mouth, nose
 Toys: ball, car, doll, teddy bear

 Family: brother, daddy, 
mommy, sister
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish
 Food: apple, banana, cookie, 
milk, orange
 Nature: bee, butterfly, flower, tree 
 Colors: blue, green, orange, 
red, yellow

-----------------------

 Greetings
 What's this? It's a...
 School: teacher, school, classroom, crayon, 
table, chair, book
 Body: ears, eyes, face, mouth, nose, hair, 
arms, feet, hands, head, legs
 Food: apple, banana, orange, milk, sandwich, 
lunch box
 Colors: yellow, orange, green, pink, red
 Family: baby, brother, sister, dad, mom, 
grandma, grandpa

 Toys: ball, car, robot, teddy bear, doll, block
 Shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish, rabbit, turtle
 Clothes: shoes, shorts, skirt, sweater, T-shirt, blouse, pants, 
socks
 Weather: rainy, sunny, windy, hot, cloud, sun, leaves, umbrella
 Numbers 1 to 5

 Greetings
 What's this? It's a...
 School: teacher, school, classroom, crayon, 
table, chair, book
 Body: ears, eyes, face, mouth, nose, hair, arms, 
feet, hands, head, legs
 Food: apple, banana, orange, milk, sandwich, 
lunch box
 Colors: blue, red, yellow, orange, green, pink

 Family: baby, brother, sister, dad, mom, grandma, grandpa
 Toys: ball, car, robot, teddy bear, doll, 
 Shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish, rabbit, turtle
 Clothes: shoes, shorts, skirt, sweater, T-shirt, blouse, pants, 
socks
 Weather: rainy, sunny, windy, hot, cloud, sun, leaves, 
umbrella
 Numbers 1-5
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 Greetings
 School objects: backpack, glue stick, 
scissors
 Actions: color, cut, draw, glue, paint, 
play, sing
 Colors: black, brown, pink, purple, white
 Family: baby, grandma, grandpa
 Numbers 1-10
 happy/sad
 Shapes: circle, heart, square, star, 
triangle
 Lunch: carrot, juice, lunch box, pear, 
sandwich, water
 Clothes: blouse, dress, jeans, pants, 
shoes, shorts, socks, sweater, T-shirt

 Toys: dinosaur, robot, toy box, toy shelf
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Pets and actions: rabbit, turtle, crawl, 
fly, hop, run, sleep, swim 

 Verb: to be, present simple
 Personal pronouns
 Opposites: old/young, big/
small, same/different, long/
short
 I can.../I can't...
 I like.../I don't like...
 I want...
 Possessive pronouns
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Numbers 1-5
 Colors

 How are you? Fine, thank you.
 What's your name? My name is...
 This is the door/window. It's closed/open.
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Following instructions: Sit down. Raise your 
hand, please!
 This is my face. My eyes are brown.
 Can an elephant jump? Yes, it can./No, it can't.
 Who has a sandwich? I have a sandwich. 
 The oranges are on a tree. What color are 
they? They are green.
 What food do you like? I like eggs and cheese.
 I'm hungry/thirsty.
 This is my family. This is my mom. Her name is...
 Do you have a pet? Yes, I do. I have a bird.

 We play with our pets. We love our pets.
 What can you do with the books? We can read the books.
 I can throw a ball high/low/quickly/slowly.
 I like to play soccer and hide-and-seek.
 What's she doing? She's climbing up the ladder.
 What does the snake do? The snake sleeps all day.
 Professions: chef, doctor, firefighter, pilot, scientist, farmer 
 I'm a chef. I work at a restaurant.
 My dad is a firefighter. He puts out fires. He uses a hose.
 This is the sun. We see the sun in the daytime. It is hot and 
bright.
 The sun gives us light. The sun helps plants grow.

 Hello/Goodbye.
 What's your name? My name is…
 Following instructions: Come in. Sit down. 
Open your book.
 What's this? This is my face.  
 What are these? These are my eyes. 
 What color is it? It's green.  
 I'm happy/sad.
 Who's this? This is my... 
 Do you have a brother? Yes, I do./No, I don't.
 I have a sister. I don't have any brothers.
 How many...?
 I like.../I don't like...
 I'm hungry/thirsty. 

 Can you jump? Yes, I can./No, I can't. He can...
 What are you doing? I am...
 What's this? It's a ball. 
 Is it a ball? Yes, it is./No, it isn't.
 I like/love my teddy bear. I want a robot.
 Put the boat under the table.
 Where's the doll? It's…
 It's a big/small butterfly./This is a short worm. 
 What shape is this? It's a star/heart.
 What's the bird doing? It is...
 Colors: brown, black, purple, white
 Numbers 1-10
 Prepositions: in, on, under
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 Greetings
 My name's…
 boy/girl
 School objects: marker, paintbrush, 
pencil, pencil case
 Actions: clap, climb, dance, jump, slide, 
swing, touch
 Colors review
 Body: arm, foot, hair, hand, head, knees, 
legs, toes
 Farm animals: chick, cow, duck, egg, goat, 
hen, horse, rooster, sheep, turkey
 same/different
 Numbers 1-20
 Rooms and furniture: armchair, bed, bed-
room, closet, kitchen, lamp, living room, 
night table, playroom, refrigerator, shelf, 
sink, sofa, stove, toilet, bathtub, TV

 big, chubby, medium, old, tall, thin, 
small, short, young, old
 Daily actions and routines: have 
breakfast, brush teeth, read a story, I 
wake up in the morning, I take a bath/
shower, I go to bed at night. 
 In the park: bench, bird, butterfly, 
climbing frame, flower, grass, rabbit, 
squirrel, swings, tree
 Prepositions: behind, in front of
 Food: breakfast, chicken, chocolate, 
dinner, eggs, fish, fruits, meat, pizza, 
rice, salad, spaghetti, sugar, vegetables, 
yogurt
 I'm hungry/thirsty.
 I want…, please.
 I like…/I don't like… Do you like...?

 Review Level 1
 Present simple
 Present continuous
 He/She can.../He/She can't...
 There is.../There are...
 How many...?
 a/an
 I want...
 Prepositions: in, on, under, 
behind, in front of
 Numbers 1-10
 Colors

 Greetings
 Present continuous
 Where is the playground? It's over there.
 Where do you do experiments? In the science 
lab.
 Body: arm, fingers, tail, eyes
 How many... do we have? Let's count.
 I can see/run with my eyes/legs.
 Food and flavors: apples, spaghetti, eggs, 
cheese, lemons, crackers, sour, salty, breakfast
 I like... but I don't like...
 How many people are in your family? Do you 
have any brothers and sisters? Yes, I do./No, 
I don't.
 I play with my toys in the bedroom.
 What place is this? It's a zoo.

 What do you like to do to have fun? I like to see a movie.
 these/those 
 Farm animals: duck, duckling, baby, cow, goats, eggs
 Routines: On Monday, Farmer Brown collects the eggs.
 I have fruit for breakfast. Can you brush your teeth? Yes, I can./
No, I can't.
 When it's sunny, I wear a hat.
 What is he wearing? A T-shirt and shorts.
 I'm sick. I call the doctor.
 Plants need soil/water/sunlight to grow.
 Does a worm/caterpillar have legs? No, it doesn't./Yes, it does.
 Sequencing events: first, then, next, finally
 Numbers 1-50

 What's his name? His name is…
 I have a red.../I don't have a blue…
 What's he/she doing? He/She is...
 I like to sing. I don't like to paint.
 What does he need? He needs…
 What can you see? I can see…
 Can you see a…? Yes, I can./No, I can't. 
 Present continuous
 Farm animals: duck, cow, eggs
 How many... do you see? I see 12.../I don't see 
any...
 Clothes review
 What's the weather like? It's sunny.
 What are you wearing? I'm…
 Put on your... Take off your... 

 Where is…? Is he in the bathroom? No, he isn't. He is in 
the... 
 What is Daddy doing? He's eating. 
 Rooms and furniture: bathroom, living room, sofa
 The sofa goes in the living room. 
 She is jumping on the sofa. Don't jump on the furniture!
 Food: pineapple, onion, cereal, fruit, soda, breakfast, 
healthy, unhealthy
 Do you need cereal? Yes, we do./No, we don't.
 Routines: I eat breakfast in the morning. I brush my teeth 
every day. 
 Put the seed/stem in the pot. 
 Plants need water to grow.
 Comparatives: The yellow flower is taller than the purple 
flower.
 Sequencing events: first, then, next, finally
 Colors review
 Numbers 1-20
 Prepositions: in, on, under, next to, in front of, behind
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 I'm five./I'm six.
 I can.../I can't…
 Prepositions: next to
 long/short
 Numbers 1-100
 Shapes: circle, rectangle, square, triangle
 Rooms and furniture
 Present continuous
 Actions and chores: comb hair, cook, 
feed the dog, make the bed, play, put 
the toys away, read a book, set the 
table, sweep the floor, water the plants, 
wash the dishes  

 the shortest/the tallest
 Body: elbow, shoulder
 At the zoo: crocodile, giraffe, gorilla, 
hippo, lion, monkey, panda, rhino, 
snake, tiger, zebra
 Professions: dentist, doctor, firefighter, 
mail carrier, nurse, police officer, 
teacher, vet
 Family members
 Transportation: boat, car, plane, train

 Review Level 2
 Present simple
 Present continuous
 Past simple
 can/can't
 I/We have.../He/She has...
 like.../don't like...
 Sequencing events: first, then, 
next, finally
 Adjectives: sweet/sour, right/
left, hard/soft, smooth/rough
 Telling time
 Prepositions: in, on, under, 
behind, in front of, next to, 
between
 Numbers 1-20

 Is she the gym teacher? Yes, she is./No, she 
isn't.
 What letter is this? This is the letter...
 What do you have? I have a pencil.
 In science class, we learn about nature.
 He has short hair.
 How do I keep my body healthy? I sleep well.
 What's the matter? I have a headache.
 Always walk on the sidewalk. Hold someone's 
hand to cross!
 What's your favorite food? Chicken is my 
favorite food.
 What are you doing? I'm setting the table.
 I live in a small house in the country.
 What do you do after school? I go to art class 
on Tuesdays.

 Past simple: What did you do on the weekend? I went to the 
park on Sunday.
 going to, future: Where are you going to go in the summer? I'm 
going to go to the beach.
 What is the tiger doing? It's hiding.
 Comparatives: The hippo is bigger than the crocodile.
 There is a firefighter. What do you want to be? I want to be a 
scientist.
 What's the weather like today? It's sunny.
 Nature and the environment: We drink fresh water. We get 
fresh water from rivers.
 In the forest, there are animals like deer and squirrels.
 Numbers 1-100

 What do you do at school? We sing songs 
every day.
 We have… class on Monday.
 Telling time
 What color are your eyes? They're brown. I 
have brown eyes and black hair.
 Who's she? She's my aunt. She's tall and thin. 
She has short hair.
 What's that? It's a... It lives in the...
 Giraffes are tall. They have long necks.
 Do hippos have big ears? No, they don't. Hip-
pos have small ears.
 What do you do to stay healthy?
 What's wrong? I feel sick. 
 I live in an apartment building. There's a park 
near my house. There are many cars in the city.
 She is a doctor. She works in a clinic. What do 
you want to be?

 Nature and the environment: Is this natural or man-made? 
It's natural. There are fish in the lake.
 There is litter on the ground. There is plastic in the sea.
 Don't throw trash on the ground. Turn off the water. 
 What season is it? It's winter. What's the weather like? It's 
cold.
 going to, future: What are you going to do in the summer? 
I am going to…
 Past simple: Where did you go last summer? I went to the 
beach.
 What did you do yesterday? I went on a trip.
 Dinosaurs lived a long time ago.
 I can use a computer. The robot can talk.
 Days of the week, months, seasons
 Numbers 1-100
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 Greetings
 Numbers 1-5
 School objects: book, chair, 
crayon, table
 Face: ears, eyes, mouth, nose
 Toys: ball, car, doll, teddy bear

 Family: brother, daddy, 
mommy, sister
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish
 Food: apple, banana, cookie, 
milk, orange
 Nature: bee, butterfly, flower, tree 
 Colors: blue, green, orange, 
red, yellow

-----------------------

 Greetings
 What's this? It's a...
 School: teacher, school, classroom, crayon, 
table, chair, book
 Body: ears, eyes, face, mouth, nose, hair, 
arms, feet, hands, head, legs
 Food: apple, banana, orange, milk, sandwich, 
lunch box
 Colors: yellow, orange, green, pink, red
 Family: baby, brother, sister, dad, mom, 
grandma, grandpa

 Toys: ball, car, robot, teddy bear, doll, block
 Shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish, rabbit, turtle
 Clothes: shoes, shorts, skirt, sweater, T-shirt, blouse, pants, 
socks
 Weather: rainy, sunny, windy, hot, cloud, sun, leaves, umbrella
 Numbers 1 to 5

 Greetings
 What's this? It's a...
 School: teacher, school, classroom, crayon, 
table, chair, book
 Body: ears, eyes, face, mouth, nose, hair, arms, 
feet, hands, head, legs
 Food: apple, banana, orange, milk, sandwich, 
lunch box
 Colors: blue, red, yellow, orange, green, pink

 Family: baby, brother, sister, dad, mom, grandma, grandpa
 Toys: ball, car, robot, teddy bear, doll, 
 Shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle
 Pets: bird, cat, dog, fish, rabbit, turtle
 Clothes: shoes, shorts, skirt, sweater, T-shirt, blouse, pants, 
socks
 Weather: rainy, sunny, windy, hot, cloud, sun, leaves, 
umbrella
 Numbers 1-5
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 Greetings
 School objects: backpack, glue stick, 
scissors
 Actions: color, cut, draw, glue, paint, 
play, sing
 Colors: black, brown, pink, purple, white
 Family: baby, grandma, grandpa
 Numbers 1-10
 happy/sad
 Shapes: circle, heart, square, star, 
triangle
 Lunch: carrot, juice, lunch box, pear, 
sandwich, water
 Clothes: blouse, dress, jeans, pants, 
shoes, shorts, socks, sweater, T-shirt

 Toys: dinosaur, robot, toy box, toy shelf
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Pets and actions: rabbit, turtle, crawl, 
fly, hop, run, sleep, swim 

 Verb: to be, present simple
 Personal pronouns
 Opposites: old/young, big/
small, same/different, long/
short
 I can.../I can't...
 I like.../I don't like...
 I want...
 Possessive pronouns
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Numbers 1-5
 Colors

 How are you? Fine, thank you.
 What's your name? My name is...
 This is the door/window. It's closed/open.
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Following instructions: Sit down. Raise your 
hand, please!
 This is my face. My eyes are brown.
 Can an elephant jump? Yes, it can./No, it can't.
 Who has a sandwich? I have a sandwich. 
 The oranges are on a tree. What color are 
they? They are green.
 What food do you like? I like eggs and cheese.
 I'm hungry/thirsty.
 This is my family. This is my mom. Her name is...
 Do you have a pet? Yes, I do. I have a bird.

 We play with our pets. We love our pets.
 What can you do with the books? We can read the books.
 I can throw a ball high/low/quickly/slowly.
 I like to play soccer and hide-and-seek.
 What's she doing? She's climbing up the ladder.
 What does the snake do? The snake sleeps all day.
 Professions: chef, doctor, firefighter, pilot, scientist, farmer 
 I'm a chef. I work at a restaurant.
 My dad is a firefighter. He puts out fires. He uses a hose.
 This is the sun. We see the sun in the daytime. It is hot and 
bright.
 The sun gives us light. The sun helps plants grow.

 Hello/Goodbye.
 What's your name? My name is…
 Following instructions: Come in. Sit down. 
Open your book.
 What's this? This is my face.  
 What are these? These are my eyes. 
 What color is it? It's green.  
 I'm happy/sad.
 Who's this? This is my... 
 Do you have a brother? Yes, I do./No, I don't.
 I have a sister. I don't have any brothers.
 How many...?
 I like.../I don't like...
 I'm hungry/thirsty. 

 Can you jump? Yes, I can./No, I can't. He can...
 What are you doing? I am...
 What's this? It's a ball. 
 Is it a ball? Yes, it is./No, it isn't.
 I like/love my teddy bear. I want a robot.
 Put the boat under the table.
 Where's the doll? It's…
 It's a big/small butterfly./This is a short worm. 
 What shape is this? It's a star/heart.
 What's the bird doing? It is...
 Colors: brown, black, purple, white
 Numbers 1-10
 Prepositions: in, on, under
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 Greetings
 My name's…
 boy/girl
 School objects: marker, paintbrush, 
pencil, pencil case
 Actions: clap, climb, dance, jump, slide, 
swing, touch
 Colors review
 Body: arm, foot, hair, hand, head, knees, 
legs, toes
 Farm animals: chick, cow, duck, egg, goat, 
hen, horse, rooster, sheep, turkey
 same/different
 Numbers 1-20
 Rooms and furniture: armchair, bed, bed-
room, closet, kitchen, lamp, living room, 
night table, playroom, refrigerator, shelf, 
sink, sofa, stove, toilet, bathtub, TV

 big, chubby, medium, old, tall, thin, 
small, short, young, old
 Daily actions and routines: have 
breakfast, brush teeth, read a story, I 
wake up in the morning, I take a bath/
shower, I go to bed at night. 
 In the park: bench, bird, butterfly, 
climbing frame, flower, grass, rabbit, 
squirrel, swings, tree
 Prepositions: behind, in front of
 Food: breakfast, chicken, chocolate, 
dinner, eggs, fish, fruits, meat, pizza, 
rice, salad, spaghetti, sugar, vegetables, 
yogurt
 I'm hungry/thirsty.
 I want…, please.
 I like…/I don't like… Do you like...?

 Review Level 1
 Present simple
 Present continuous
 He/She can.../He/She can't...
 There is.../There are...
 How many...?
 a/an
 I want...
 Prepositions: in, on, under, 
behind, in front of
 Numbers 1-10
 Colors

 Greetings
 Present continuous
 Where is the playground? It's over there.
 Where do you do experiments? In the science 
lab.
 Body: arm, fingers, tail, eyes
 How many... do we have? Let's count.
 I can see/run with my eyes/legs.
 Food and flavors: apples, spaghetti, eggs, 
cheese, lemons, crackers, sour, salty, breakfast
 I like... but I don't like...
 How many people are in your family? Do you 
have any brothers and sisters? Yes, I do./No, 
I don't.
 I play with my toys in the bedroom.
 What place is this? It's a zoo.

 What do you like to do to have fun? I like to see a movie.
 these/those 
 Farm animals: duck, duckling, baby, cow, goats, eggs
 Routines: On Monday, Farmer Brown collects the eggs.
 I have fruit for breakfast. Can you brush your teeth? Yes, I can./
No, I can't.
 When it's sunny, I wear a hat.
 What is he wearing? A T-shirt and shorts.
 I'm sick. I call the doctor.
 Plants need soil/water/sunlight to grow.
 Does a worm/caterpillar have legs? No, it doesn't./Yes, it does.
 Sequencing events: first, then, next, finally
 Numbers 1-50

 What's his name? His name is…
 I have a red.../I don't have a blue…
 What's he/she doing? He/She is...
 I like to sing. I don't like to paint.
 What does he need? He needs…
 What can you see? I can see…
 Can you see a…? Yes, I can./No, I can't. 
 Present continuous
 Farm animals: duck, cow, eggs
 How many... do you see? I see 12.../I don't see 
any...
 Clothes review
 What's the weather like? It's sunny.
 What are you wearing? I'm…
 Put on your... Take off your... 

 Where is…? Is he in the bathroom? No, he isn't. He is in 
the... 
 What is Daddy doing? He's eating. 
 Rooms and furniture: bathroom, living room, sofa
 The sofa goes in the living room. 
 She is jumping on the sofa. Don't jump on the furniture!
 Food: pineapple, onion, cereal, fruit, soda, breakfast, 
healthy, unhealthy
 Do you need cereal? Yes, we do./No, we don't.
 Routines: I eat breakfast in the morning. I brush my teeth 
every day. 
 Put the seed/stem in the pot. 
 Plants need water to grow.
 Comparatives: The yellow flower is taller than the purple 
flower.
 Sequencing events: first, then, next, finally
 Colors review
 Numbers 1-20
 Prepositions: in, on, under, next to, in front of, behind
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 I'm five./I'm six.
 I can.../I can't…
 Prepositions: next to
 long/short
 Numbers 1-100
 Shapes: circle, rectangle, square, triangle
 Rooms and furniture
 Present continuous
 Actions and chores: comb hair, cook, 
feed the dog, make the bed, play, put 
the toys away, read a book, set the 
table, sweep the floor, water the plants, 
wash the dishes  

 the shortest/the tallest
 Body: elbow, shoulder
 At the zoo: crocodile, giraffe, gorilla, 
hippo, lion, monkey, panda, rhino, 
snake, tiger, zebra
 Professions: dentist, doctor, firefighter, 
mail carrier, nurse, police officer, 
teacher, vet
 Family members
 Transportation: boat, car, plane, train

 Review Level 2
 Present simple
 Present continuous
 Past simple
 can/can't
 I/We have.../He/She has...
 like.../don't like...
 Sequencing events: first, then, 
next, finally
 Adjectives: sweet/sour, right/
left, hard/soft, smooth/rough
 Telling time
 Prepositions: in, on, under, 
behind, in front of, next to, 
between
 Numbers 1-20

 Is she the gym teacher? Yes, she is./No, she 
isn't.
 What letter is this? This is the letter...
 What do you have? I have a pencil.
 In science class, we learn about nature.
 He has short hair.
 How do I keep my body healthy? I sleep well.
 What's the matter? I have a headache.
 Always walk on the sidewalk. Hold someone's 
hand to cross!
 What's your favorite food? Chicken is my 
favorite food.
 What are you doing? I'm setting the table.
 I live in a small house in the country.
 What do you do after school? I go to art class 
on Tuesdays.

 Past simple: What did you do on the weekend? I went to the 
park on Sunday.
 going to, future: Where are you going to go in the summer? I'm 
going to go to the beach.
 What is the tiger doing? It's hiding.
 Comparatives: The hippo is bigger than the crocodile.
 There is a firefighter. What do you want to be? I want to be a 
scientist.
 What's the weather like today? It's sunny.
 Nature and the environment: We drink fresh water. We get 
fresh water from rivers.
 In the forest, there are animals like deer and squirrels.
 Numbers 1-100

 What do you do at school? We sing songs 
every day.
 We have… class on Monday.
 Telling time
 What color are your eyes? They're brown. I 
have brown eyes and black hair.
 Who's she? She's my aunt. She's tall and thin. 
She has short hair.
 What's that? It's a... It lives in the...
 Giraffes are tall. They have long necks.
 Do hippos have big ears? No, they don't. Hip-
pos have small ears.
 What do you do to stay healthy?
 What's wrong? I feel sick. 
 I live in an apartment building. There's a park 
near my house. There are many cars in the city.
 She is a doctor. She works in a clinic. What do 
you want to be?

 Nature and the environment: Is this natural or man-made? 
It's natural. There are fish in the lake.
 There is litter on the ground. There is plastic in the sea.
 Don't throw trash on the ground. Turn off the water. 
 What season is it? It's winter. What's the weather like? It's 
cold.
 going to, future: What are you going to do in the summer? 
I am going to…
 Past simple: Where did you go last summer? I went to the 
beach.
 What did you do yesterday? I went on a trip.
 Dinosaurs lived a long time ago.
 I can use a computer. The robot can talk.
 Days of the week, months, seasons
 Numbers 1-100
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Gumdrops is a comprehensive four-level preschool series that incorporates the 

most recent methodology proven to be effective in teaching English to little ones. 

It offers students positive early childhood experiences in a wide range of relevant 

contexts.

With Gumdrops students will:

 acquire English following the 

natural stages of language learning: 

preproduction, early production and 

speech emergence 

 use vocabulary naturally in meaningful  

and focused activities 

 play extension-activity games on the 

interactive CD-ROM in Gumdrops 2  
and Gumdrops 3

 develop six principal areas 

of learning—personal, social 

and emotional development; 

communication, language and 

literacy; problem solving, reasoning 

and numeracy; knowledge of the 

world; artistic development; and 

physical development

Gumdrops
Rebecca Lee Williams

For Students Level N Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pack Gumdrops Nursery (SB inc. TN+CD) 7506009837508 ------ ------ ------
Pack Gumdrops (SB+CD+Res Pack) ------ 7506009837515 7506009837522 7506009837539
Activity Pad ------ 9786070607394 9786070607400 9786070607417
For Teachers Level N Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pack Gumdrops (TG+CD) ------ 7506009837546 7506009837553 7506009837560
Big Book ------ 9786070607424 9786070607431 9786070607448
Posters & Cutouts ------ 7506009836471 7506009836488 7506009836495
Teacher's Resource CD-ROM ------ 7506009836402 7506009836433 7506009836464
Classroom Language Cards (Levels 1-3) ------ 9786070607455 9786070607455 9786070607455
Digital Book DVD (Levels 1-3) ------ 7506009844179 7506009844179 7506009844179

Components & 
Resources: 

For Students
 Student's Book 

 Activity Pad

 Student's Audio CD 
(Level 1)

 Student's Audio/Interactive 
CD-ROM (Levels 2-3)

 Student's Resource Pack 

- Finger and Stick Puppets 

- Stickers

- Mini-flashcards

For Teachers
 Teacher's Guide 

 Big Book

 Posters and Cutouts 

 Teacher's Resource 
CD-ROM

- Assessments 

- Templates

- Fast Finisher Activities

- Projectable Big Books

- Projectable Posters

 Class CD

 Classroom Language Cards

 Digital Book

3-5
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 My First Letters and Sounds 
This book provides a foundation 

to literacy, allowing children to 

develop phonemic awareness 

while reinforcing vocabulary. 

Activity pages contain clear and 

simple instructions, with games 

to introduce and practice sounds. 

It includes an audio CD.

Tippy Toes
Rebecca Williams Salvador

Tippy Toes is an exciting preschool series for very young children. It fosters personal 

and social development, language and literacy, mathematics, knowing about the world 

and the environment, artistic development and health development.

With Tippy Toes students will: The Student's Pack contains:

 assimilate grammar structures and 

vocabulary through engaging activities

 develop cognitive, vocabulary and 

pronunciation skills with stories that model 

natural language

 explore different areas of the curriculum 

further, through class projects

 learn basic letter–sound relationships 

through a comprehensive phonics program

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pack Tippy Toes (SB+CD+Stickers+Letters & Sounds)* 7506009842755 7506009842762 7506009842779
Activity Book 9786070602641 9786070602658 9786070602665
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Teacher's Guide 9786070602672 9786070602689 9786070602696
Class CD 7506009807518 7506009807525 7506009807532
Big Book 9786070602702 9786070602719 9786070602726
Posters & Cutouts 7506009807181 7506009807198 7506009807204
Fun Activity Mat (Level 3 only) 9786070606649 9786070606656 9786070606663
Puppet (Level 3 only) ------ ------ 7506009807846
Digital Book DVD (Levels 1-3) 7506009844162 7506009844162 7506009844162
*The Student's Pack also includes the Interactive CD in levels 2-3.

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student's Book

 Stickers

 Activity Book

 Student's CD

 Interactive CD 
(Levels 2-3)

 Tippy Toes App (Level 1)

For Teachers
 Teacher's Guide

 Class CD

 Big Book

 Posters and    Cutouts

 Digital Book

7+

ALSO AVAILABLE...

Tippy Toes App

ALSO AVAILABLE...

My First Letters and Sounds App
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Dino and Me
Rebecca Williams

 develop literacy skills and concepts through 

songs, rhymes, finger plays, physical 

activities, stories and games

 reinforce learning with manipulatives for 

open-ended activities like retelling stories 

and posing questions

 acquire critical thinking skills and emotional 

intelligence through activities based around 

values

 learn to listen socially: make eye 

contact, attend to the speaker, 

respond to what is said, and so on

 learn in a language-rich environment, 

enhancing children’s opportunities to 

take risks and fostering interpersonal 

skills

 learn the concepts of print, 

developing letter formation and 

emergent writing

Dino and Me is a preschool series that embraces the love of literature and the joy of 

learning through a literature-based approach. It provides comprehensive integrated 

instruction with a special emphasis on developing communication, language and literacy 

skills. Each unit contains three literature selections – an informative reader, a Dino chant 

and a narrative reader, with a related value.  

With Dino and Me students will:
Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student's Book

 Activity Book

 Student's Resource Book

- Readers 

- Mini-flashcards

- Diploma

- Response Fan

- Stickers

 Student's CD

For Teachers
 Teacher's Guide 
(print and digital)

 Teacher's Resource CD

- Fast Finisher Activities

- Values Posters

 Classroom Language Cards

 Flashcards

 Posters and Poster Cutouts

 Values Posters

 Story Cards

 Readers

For Students Level N Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Student's Book TBA 9786070614774 9786070614798 9786070614811
Activity Book TBA 9786070614828 9786070614781 9786070614804
Pack Dino and Me (SB + Res Bk + CD) TBA 7506402101299 7506402101305 7506402101312
For Teachers
Pack Dino and Me (TG + Res CD + CL + Flash + Puppet + Bolsa) TBA 7506402101329 7506402101336 7506402101343
Pack Dino and Me (Story + Readers) TBA 7506402101350 7506402101367 7506402101374

7+
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The narrative reader (in the Student’s Resource 
Book) reinforces the vocabulary and language 
learned, as well as presenting a value. 

The unit starts with the informative reader, introducing 
the topic, vocabulary and language with photographs and 
realistic illustrations. 

There are eight units, 
each consisting of 16 
lessons and two review 
pages. 

The characters from the 
readers also feature in 

the Student’s Book!

108 one hundred eight Unit 6  My Toys  Lesson 14

Look and trace.

Yellow

Blue

Red

The Dino and Me 
Methodology

The series is based 

on a natural language 

approach where students 

listen, imitate, practice 

and innovate. Children 

have an active role in 

their learning process 

and become engaged 

thinkers.

With Dino and Me 
children learn through 

social interaction and 

scaffolding. The lessons 

are designed to guide 

them in learning new 

content by creating 

interest in the topic 

and providing plenty of 

practice, as students 

become increasingly 

more confident and 

autonomous in their 

learning.

Each lesson follows these 

scaffolding phases:

 I do, you watchA
B

C

 I do, you help

 You do, I help

 You do, I watch

 Student's Book

 Readers

98 ninety-eight Unit 6  My Toys  Lesson 4

Count and color.

2

4

6

1

3

5

Find the toys in the book.

1
Unit 6

By Rebecca Lee Williams
Illustrated by Ebru Çetiner

1
Unit 6

11 By Rebecca Lee Williams
Illustrated by Ebru ÇetinerUnit 6 Unit 6
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Listen, point and repeat.   
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15

Listen, point and repeat.   

fi fteenUnit 1 Across Subjects - MathUnit 1 Across 

U1SB1Crickets.indd   15 8/12/14   12:34 PM

Crickets
Annette Flavel, Francisco Loyda, 

Isabel Moreno and Fanny Riva Palacio

Crickets is a four-level preschool series that integrates all the domains of early 

learning. The learning cycle is based on the 5 E's methodology (Engage, Explore, 

Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate). This instructional model relies on the constructivist 

approach to learning.

With Crickets students will:

 build on previous knowledge and new 

experiences to construct their own 

understanding of the world

 develop cognitive and early literacy skills

 work with age-appropriate CLIL lessons 

 use ICT (Information and 

Communication Technology) 

through the dedicated website, with 

interactive activities and videos 

 begin exploring stories through a 

complete cycle of reading activities 

For Students Level N Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pack Crickets Nursery (SB inc. TN+CD) 7506009842489 --- --- ---
Pack Crickets (SB+CD+Tales) 7506009842571 7506009842588 7506009842595
Practice Book 9786070610783 9786070610738 9786070610745
For Teachers Level N Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pack Crickets Teacher (TG+Res CD+Story+CL Flash+Tales) --- 7506009842601 7506009842618 7506009842625
Flashcards (Level N) 7506009842502 --- --- ---
Digital Book DVD (Levels 1-3) --- 7506009844186 7506009844186 7506009844186

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student's Book

 Practice Book

 Student's CD

 Cricket Tales

 Crickets App

For Teachers
 Teacher's Guide

 Teacher's Resource CD 
(includes audio)

 Story Cards

 Flashcards (Level N)

 Classroom Language 
Flashcards

 Cricket Tales

 Digital Book

10+
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 enrich their practice and experience 

working with digital components like 

videos and interactive games

 enjoy working with a multitude 

of manipulative materials in the 

Resource Pack 

M@th Adventures
Rebecca Lee Williams

M@th Adventures is an innovative two-level course for teaching mathematics to 

preschool children. This fun series uses engaging hands-on activities and materials 

to promote the development of mathematical skills such as counting, recognizing, 

finding or making patterns, sorting, graphing, estimating, comparing, measuring 

and problem solving.

The topics and vocabulary in each unit are appropriate for children learning English 

as a second language, without placing too much emphasis on language learning. 

The video clips and interactive games provide enjoyable practice of mathematical 

concepts in class and at home.

With M@th Adventures students will:

 develop mathematical skills through 

hands-on activities and manipulative 

materials

 learn and practice math concepts through 

songs and rhymes 

For Students Level 2 Level 3
Pack Math Adventures (SB+Res Pack+Res CD) 7506009842816 7506009842823
For Teachers Level 2 Level 3
Pack Math Adventures (TG+Res Pack+Res CD) 7506009842359 7506009842366

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student's Book

 Resource Pack

 Student's Resource CD

For Teachers
 Teacher's Guide 
with Pocket Cube

 Resource Pack

 Teacher's Resource CD

 Digital Book (downloadable)
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Let's talk
Primary...

...education
Educating children is about so much 
more than ‘just’ school. Let’s talk about 
their personal development, their way 
of perceiving the world, their worries 
and fears, their families, environment 
and friends, their self-esteem and 
motivation, and their likes, joys and 
dreams…

...concern
Always remember that children can 
feel worried or anxious about things 
that might seem trivial to us as adults. 
Likewise, what they tell us they are 
worried about,-may only be a symptom of 
something else. Treat children’s worries 
seriously. Don’t just dismiss them.

...colors
Colors can influence the way we feel. They can 
cheer us up, or make us feel cold or sad! Colors 
can be symbolic, too. Red can represent danger, 
or heat… or anger! Yellow can mean sunshine, or 
warmth. Green can symbolize nature, or youth.

...connection
As much as we want children to understand 
their special importance and their unique 
place in the world, none of us should ever 
forget our inter-connectedness. We are all 
part of a whole.

...senses
We perceive the world around 
us through our senses. This is 
particularly important for children, 
who still have limited experience 
and knowledge.

...responsibility
Motivated, confident children are positive, 
inquiring and set goals. So teaching children 
the power of motivation is the best gift we 
can give them. We can facilitate this by giving 
them an appropriate degree of responsibility 
from an early age.
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
 Verb to be: wh- questions, yes/no questions, 
short answers
 Commands
 Introducing people
 this/that
 There is.../There are...
 Likes and dislikes
 Verb to have
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Possessives

 Thanking  
 Demonstrative adjectives
 Present simple
 Possessive adjectives
 Present continuous
 How many… are there?
 Telling time
 Prepositions of place
 Expressing opinion  
 Expressing likes and dislikes

 Expressing preference
 Present simple
 Giving opinions
 Imperatives for giving directions
 Prepositions
 Offering and asking for help
 I can.../I can’t...
 Comparative adjectives:
 Possessive adjectives
 Review: this/that, these/those

 Apologizing
 Accepting apologies
 can
 Wh- questions
 Offering help
 Possessive pronouns: mine, yours, his, hers
 Giving advice
 There was.../There were...
 Offering
 Accepting and declining offers
 some/any
 How much...?/How many...?
 Superlative adjectives
 Asking for prices
 Whose
 Possessives
 Modal should/shouldn’t
 Expressing doubt

 Present simple vs. present continuous
 like + -ing
 Past simple
 Sequencers
 Telling time
 Future: going to
 Asking about the weather
 Giving directions
 Invitations and responses
 I don’t really like…/I disagree./I don’t think 
so.
 I love…, too!
 I prefer…/I think…
 Imperatives
 Modal verbs
 Questions with from
 Where’s your... from?

 Giving and asking for help
 How often...?
 Adverbs of frequency
 Suggestions
 every-/some-/no-/any- body, thing, where 
 Expressing opinions
 Agreeing and disagreeing
 good/bad at
 Past continuous
 Accepting and refusing suggestions
 Future: will/going to
 might
 First conditional
 why/because

 Greetings
 Asking about and identifying objects
 Questions
 Prepositions of place
 Verb to have
 Present continuous
 Commands and instructions
 There is.../There are...
 Vocabulary: classroom objects, alphabet, colors, 
family, toys, house, body, animals, clothes, games, 
actions, food

 I can.../I can’t...
 I like.../I don’t like...
 Present continuous
 Present simple
 Demonstrative adjectives
 Whose and possessive -’s
 There is.../There are... + some/any
 Question words
 Let’s play soccer. I’d love to./No, thanks.
 Would you like an orange? 
 Vocabulary: food, colors, places, professions, 
time, family, everyday activities, clothes, seasons, 
weather, vacation, leisure activities

 a lot/a little/a few
 Present simple
 Prepositions of place
 Giving directions
 Adverbs of frequency: always, often, 
sometimes, never
 Present continuous
 Likes and dislikes
 Accepting and declining invitations 
 Past simple: wh- questions,  yes/no 
questions 
 Verb + infinitive
 Verb + gerund
 Vocabulary: city, country, food, farm, 
days of the week, ordinal numbers, 
party, musical instruments

 Modal should/shouldn’t
 Past simple
 Last night.../Two weeks ago...
 Past continuous
 could/couldn’t for past ability
 Comparative adverbs and adjectives
 Superlatives
 used to for past habits
 Future: going to for statements and questions
 Vocabulary: health, places, weather, sports, 
countries and nationalities, arts and artists, 
clothes, activities, camping

 Interrupted past
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Present perfect + ever
 Future: will for predictions, promises and offering 
help
 Future: could, may, might for possibilities
 Adverbs of movement
 Zero conditional
 First conditional
 Similarities (looks like / feels like / smells like)
 Vocabulary: animals and insects, environment, 
clothing, technology, science, health, food, 
countries, musical instruments

 Present perfect with just, for and since
 Past simple
 Adjectives
 Reported commands
 Reported speech
 I want to... / I prefer... / I would like....
 Object pronouns
 Passive voice in present and past
 Second conditional
 Relative pronouns
 Vocabulary: movies, stories, professions, 
countries, languages, animals, hobbies, 
discoveries, ecology, geography

 Greetings and good-byes
 Possessive adjectives
 Imperatives
 Verb: to be/to have
 How many...?
 There is.../There are...
 How old...? 
 Singular and plural nouns
 Suggestions: let’s
 Demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these, 
those
 Where is...?
 a/an/the
 Prepositions of place: in, on, under next to, 
between, in front of, behind
 Present simple
 Adjective order
 Present continuous
 Telling time
 I like.../I don’t like.../I want... 
 I can.../I can’t.../He/She can...

 Exchanging personal information
 Present continuous
 Present simple: routines + days of the week
 Imperatives
 There is.../There are...
 Wh- and How questions
 Subject questions
 Eating language
 I love.../I like.../I don’t like...
 and, but, or
 Demonstrative adjectives/pronouns
 Sensory verbs
 I can.../I can’t.../He/She can...
 Preposition like
 Adjective formation
 Possessive -’s
 Present simple for routines
 Present continuous: why/because
 Where + prepositions of place
 Possessive adjectives/pronouns
 Adverbs of frequency: always, sometimes, 
never
 some/any

 How + adjective
 How much...?
 Present simple: wh- questions
 Modal can for permission, 
prohibition
 Whose + possessive pronouns
 some/any/a lot/a little/a few/
none 
 How many.../How much... + are/
is there?
 Adverbs of frequency
 I love.../I like.../I don’t like.../I 
hate + –ing 
 want + infinitive
 make + object pronoun + verb
 good at
 Indefinite pronouns 
 How often + adverbs of time
 Present simple: feel
 Modal should, need to
 Imperatives
 Zero conditional
 Past simple
 could/couldn’t for past ability
 Future: going to for plans
 Exchanging personal information 

 Object pronouns
 Wh- and How questions
 Present continuous
 Present simple: expressions of time
 Present simple vs. present continuous
 Adverbs of manner
 Past simple
 so, because
 Past continuous
 Past simple, past continuous + when
 Comparatives and superlatives
 (not) as… as ...
 too/not enough + adjective
 Relative pronouns: who, where, that
 Modal have to/don’t have to, do you have to?
 could/would for requests and offers
 think/don’t think + will/won’t for predictions
 Zero conditional + when/if
 Present perfect for actions in unfinished time 
periods and for unfinished states + for/since/how 
long
 Present perfect vs. past simple
 Prepositions of movement
 Present passive
 could/couldn’t + when
 used to vs. present simple
 Modal must/mustn’t, should/shouldn’t
 Future: will/won’t/might for predictions
 Suggestions: let’s, should, why don’t we
 Agreeing and disagreeing

 Past simple + after/before
 Past simple vs. past continuous + while/when
 Past perfect
 Defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Future: could, may, might for possibilities
 must/mustn’t/don’t have to for obligation
 Future: going to for plans
 Question tags: verb to be, can, present simple
 Past subject and object questions + who
 Reflexive pronouns
 Past simple vs. present perfect + ever/never
 Present perfect + already/yet/just
 Present perfect continuous
 for/since
 Present continuous for arrangements
 many/much/a lot of/a little/a few/enough
 Comparatives and superlatives + less/the 
least
 (not) as… as...
 Past and present passive
 How + adjective
 Zero conditional
 First conditional
 Second conditional
 wish
 Reported speech + tell/say, suggest/decide
 used to/would for past habits

 Phrasal verbs
 Adjective phrases: good at/interested in/
scared of/bad at
 Reported imperatives and requests
 Reported speech: present to past, past 
simple to past perfect
 Reported speech: questions, will, can
 Indefinite pronouns
 Suggestions
 First conditional
 Second conditional
 Third conditional
 wish
 must/mustn’t/ought to/should 
 Past perfect
 Past and present passive
 too much/too many/not enough
 Causative 
 must/might/can’t for speculation and 
deduction
 Defining/non-defining relative clauses and 
pronouns
 both/neither/all/none
 Question tags
 Reporting verbs: order, decide, advise, warn, 
promise
 have to/be allowed to/be able to
 Passive voice
 Reflexive pronouns
 I wish + would/could
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
 Verb to be: wh- questions, yes/no questions, 
short answers
 Commands
 Introducing people
 this/that
 There is.../There are...
 Likes and dislikes
 Verb to have
 Prepositions: in, on, under
 Possessives

 Thanking  
 Demonstrative adjectives
 Present simple
 Possessive adjectives
 Present continuous
 How many… are there?
 Telling time
 Prepositions of place
 Expressing opinion  
 Expressing likes and dislikes

 Expressing preference
 Present simple
 Giving opinions
 Imperatives for giving directions
 Prepositions
 Offering and asking for help
 I can.../I can’t...
 Comparative adjectives:
 Possessive adjectives
 Review: this/that, these/those

 Apologizing
 Accepting apologies
 can
 Wh- questions
 Offering help
 Possessive pronouns: mine, yours, his, hers
 Giving advice
 There was.../There were...
 Offering
 Accepting and declining offers
 some/any
 How much...?/How many...?
 Superlative adjectives
 Asking for prices
 Whose
 Possessives
 Modal should/shouldn’t
 Expressing doubt

 Present simple vs. present continuous
 like + -ing
 Past simple
 Sequencers
 Telling time
 Future: going to
 Asking about the weather
 Giving directions
 Invitations and responses
 I don’t really like…/I disagree./I don’t think 
so.
 I love…, too!
 I prefer…/I think…
 Imperatives
 Modal verbs
 Questions with from
 Where’s your... from?

 Giving and asking for help
 How often...?
 Adverbs of frequency
 Suggestions
 every-/some-/no-/any- body, thing, where 
 Expressing opinions
 Agreeing and disagreeing
 good/bad at
 Past continuous
 Accepting and refusing suggestions
 Future: will/going to
 might
 First conditional
 why/because

 Greetings
 Asking about and identifying objects
 Questions
 Prepositions of place
 Verb to have
 Present continuous
 Commands and instructions
 There is.../There are...
 Vocabulary: classroom objects, alphabet, colors, 
family, toys, house, body, animals, clothes, games, 
actions, food

 I can.../I can’t...
 I like.../I don’t like...
 Present continuous
 Present simple
 Demonstrative adjectives
 Whose and possessive -’s
 There is.../There are... + some/any
 Question words
 Let’s play soccer. I’d love to./No, thanks.
 Would you like an orange? 
 Vocabulary: food, colors, places, professions, 
time, family, everyday activities, clothes, seasons, 
weather, vacation, leisure activities

 a lot/a little/a few
 Present simple
 Prepositions of place
 Giving directions
 Adverbs of frequency: always, often, 
sometimes, never
 Present continuous
 Likes and dislikes
 Accepting and declining invitations 
 Past simple: wh- questions,  yes/no 
questions 
 Verb + infinitive
 Verb + gerund
 Vocabulary: city, country, food, farm, 
days of the week, ordinal numbers, 
party, musical instruments

 Modal should/shouldn’t
 Past simple
 Last night.../Two weeks ago...
 Past continuous
 could/couldn’t for past ability
 Comparative adverbs and adjectives
 Superlatives
 used to for past habits
 Future: going to for statements and questions
 Vocabulary: health, places, weather, sports, 
countries and nationalities, arts and artists, 
clothes, activities, camping

 Interrupted past
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Present perfect + ever
 Future: will for predictions, promises and offering 
help
 Future: could, may, might for possibilities
 Adverbs of movement
 Zero conditional
 First conditional
 Similarities (looks like / feels like / smells like)
 Vocabulary: animals and insects, environment, 
clothing, technology, science, health, food, 
countries, musical instruments

 Present perfect with just, for and since
 Past simple
 Adjectives
 Reported commands
 Reported speech
 I want to... / I prefer... / I would like....
 Object pronouns
 Passive voice in present and past
 Second conditional
 Relative pronouns
 Vocabulary: movies, stories, professions, 
countries, languages, animals, hobbies, 
discoveries, ecology, geography

 Greetings and good-byes
 Possessive adjectives
 Imperatives
 Verb: to be/to have
 How many...?
 There is.../There are...
 How old...? 
 Singular and plural nouns
 Suggestions: let’s
 Demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these, 
those
 Where is...?
 a/an/the
 Prepositions of place: in, on, under next to, 
between, in front of, behind
 Present simple
 Adjective order
 Present continuous
 Telling time
 I like.../I don’t like.../I want... 
 I can.../I can’t.../He/She can...

 Exchanging personal information
 Present continuous
 Present simple: routines + days of the week
 Imperatives
 There is.../There are...
 Wh- and How questions
 Subject questions
 Eating language
 I love.../I like.../I don’t like...
 and, but, or
 Demonstrative adjectives/pronouns
 Sensory verbs
 I can.../I can’t.../He/She can...
 Preposition like
 Adjective formation
 Possessive -’s
 Present simple for routines
 Present continuous: why/because
 Where + prepositions of place
 Possessive adjectives/pronouns
 Adverbs of frequency: always, sometimes, 
never
 some/any

 How + adjective
 How much...?
 Present simple: wh- questions
 Modal can for permission, 
prohibition
 Whose + possessive pronouns
 some/any/a lot/a little/a few/
none 
 How many.../How much... + are/
is there?
 Adverbs of frequency
 I love.../I like.../I don’t like.../I 
hate + –ing 
 want + infinitive
 make + object pronoun + verb
 good at
 Indefinite pronouns 
 How often + adverbs of time
 Present simple: feel
 Modal should, need to
 Imperatives
 Zero conditional
 Past simple
 could/couldn’t for past ability
 Future: going to for plans
 Exchanging personal information 

 Object pronouns
 Wh- and How questions
 Present continuous
 Present simple: expressions of time
 Present simple vs. present continuous
 Adverbs of manner
 Past simple
 so, because
 Past continuous
 Past simple, past continuous + when
 Comparatives and superlatives
 (not) as… as ...
 too/not enough + adjective
 Relative pronouns: who, where, that
 Modal have to/don’t have to, do you have to?
 could/would for requests and offers
 think/don’t think + will/won’t for predictions
 Zero conditional + when/if
 Present perfect for actions in unfinished time 
periods and for unfinished states + for/since/how 
long
 Present perfect vs. past simple
 Prepositions of movement
 Present passive
 could/couldn’t + when
 used to vs. present simple
 Modal must/mustn’t, should/shouldn’t
 Future: will/won’t/might for predictions
 Suggestions: let’s, should, why don’t we
 Agreeing and disagreeing

 Past simple + after/before
 Past simple vs. past continuous + while/when
 Past perfect
 Defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Future: could, may, might for possibilities
 must/mustn’t/don’t have to for obligation
 Future: going to for plans
 Question tags: verb to be, can, present simple
 Past subject and object questions + who
 Reflexive pronouns
 Past simple vs. present perfect + ever/never
 Present perfect + already/yet/just
 Present perfect continuous
 for/since
 Present continuous for arrangements
 many/much/a lot of/a little/a few/enough
 Comparatives and superlatives + less/the 
least
 (not) as… as...
 Past and present passive
 How + adjective
 Zero conditional
 First conditional
 Second conditional
 wish
 Reported speech + tell/say, suggest/decide
 used to/would for past habits

 Phrasal verbs
 Adjective phrases: good at/interested in/
scared of/bad at
 Reported imperatives and requests
 Reported speech: present to past, past 
simple to past perfect
 Reported speech: questions, will, can
 Indefinite pronouns
 Suggestions
 First conditional
 Second conditional
 Third conditional
 wish
 must/mustn’t/ought to/should 
 Past perfect
 Past and present passive
 too much/too many/not enough
 Causative 
 must/might/can’t for speculation and 
deduction
 Defining/non-defining relative clauses and 
pronouns
 both/neither/all/none
 Question tags
 Reporting verbs: order, decide, advise, warn, 
promise
 have to/be allowed to/be able to
 Passive voice
 Reflexive pronouns
 I wish + would/could
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Cool Kids Second Edition
Gabriela Zapiain, Silvia Zapiain, Joep van der Werff, 
Andrew Starling, Jeanette Greenwell and Ana Foncerrada

Cool Kids Second Edition is a six-level series for primary school children. 

It caters to different learning styles and encourages students’ participation, giving 

them opportunities to use the language in meaningful ways. It also fosters learner 

autonomy.

With Cool Kids Second Edition students will:

 learn and reinforce vocabulary using 

the Cool Pictionary

 use everyday expressions included in 
the Cool Language section

 develop creative skills and 

consolidate learning through 

Cool Crafts

 develop reading skills through

comics and non-fiction texts in 
Cool Reading

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Cool Kids SE (SB+CD+Reading) 7506009846265 7506009846272 7506009846289 7506009846296 7506009846302 7506009846319
Workbook 9786070613951 9786070614262 9786070614248 9786070613883 9786070614002 9786070613852
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Cool Kids SE (TG+Res CD+Reading+Flash) 7506402100629 7506402100636 7506402100643 7506402100650 7506402100667 7506402100674

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book

 Workbook

 Student’s CD

 Cool Reading 

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Guide 
(print and digital)

 Teacher’s Resource CD

- Crafts Instructions

- Templates

- Word Lists

- Tests

 Flashcards

 Cool Reading

 Richmond Spiral Platform

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
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More about...
2 Fill in the blanks with the appropriate tense.

arrive   call   check   find   go   look   say   see

 �  Listen to the ending of the story.  22

 �  Listen and check your answers.  21

 �  Classify the answers and add two more verbs to each category.

  Regular Verbs Irregular Verbs

           

           

           

 �  Mark (✔) an ending for SOC.

looked

lookedBecky, Simon and Lenny worked at the Space 

Observation Center (SOC). Every day, they 

 for intelligent life. It was a boring 

job because nothing ever happened. One day, Simon 

 at the SOC. Everything was the same: 

no news from outer space. It was another normal day. 

Then, just before going home, Simon  a 

yellow light on the computer. He  Becky 

and Lenny. They didn’t know what was 

going on. 

They  the 

spaceship, but everything looked OK. 

They decided to call Mission Control.

—Mission Control, this is SOC. 

Commander Lenny speaking. We need 

your help. Over.

Nobody answered. Becky, Simon and Lenny 

 home.

The next day, Becky  a message on the 

computer: 
“Oh, no. Look at the door!”  Simon. There 

was a green sticky substance on the doorknob.

They decided to call Mission Control again.

—Mission Control, this is SOC. Commander Lenny 

speaking. We need your help. Over.

33Books! Books! Books!
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Zeus’s queen, Hera, was 
jealous of Heracles.

Heracles was the son of Zeus and Alcmena.

You 
cannot 
exist!

But Heracles had 
superhuman strength.

He became a champion 
wrestler when he was 
a teenager...

and an excellent archer 
when he was very young!

But Hera continued her 
plans to kill Heracles.

Your cousin can 
take your throne 

anytime. Give him an 
impossible mission!

36 The Powerful Heracles

COMIC-N6ok.indd   36 11/10/16   11:58

Heracles, help our 
friends in Nemea and 

kill their monster lion.

It can’t be! 
I have to hide!

Cousin, do you have 
another mission for me?

Yes, yes. Kill the 
Hydra in Lerna!

Good idea!

That was 
easy!

37The Powerful Heracles
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COOL 
Tip!

4 Read the sentences and color the corresponding circles.

I can name literary genres.
  

I can give my opinion.
  

I can agree or disagree.
  

I can use good at and bad at.
  

Be cool with 
your time! List 

everything you have 
to do for school in 
order of priorities. 

Mark (✓) each item 
as you get it done.

Super cool! 
You’ve fi nished 

Unit 3!

3 Label the pictures.

ice-skate   play   dance   ride   

2 Listen and agree or disagree with the opinions.  27

 �  Write sentences using good at or bad at.

1 2

1 2 3 4

39Books! Books! Books!
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 Student’s Book

 Cool Reading

Cool Kids Second 
Edition enhances 
students’ learning 
experience with 
more extensive 
photographic 
content.

This enjoyable 
reading component 
is comprised 
of comics and 
non-fiction texts 
to help students 
consolidate their 
knowledge and 
expand their 
vocabulary.

The stories are 
accompanied by 
activities that 
develop students’ 
critical thinking 
skills.

- Audio

is now on

www.richmondspiral.com
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Skyrocket
Sarah Fash, Andrew Starling, 
Lindsay Ruggles and Sarah Conway

A1 A2 B 1 B2 C1 C2
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Skyrocket is a six-level series for elementary school learners. Each unit is content-

based, encouraging children to focus on the topic more than on the structures and 

vocabulary presented. Although the series has a solid, structured grammar syllabus, 

there is also a Skyrocket to Literature section every three units, allowing students to 

experience reading for pleasure. A variety of fun activities, such as games, songs and 

puzzles, cater to different types of intelligences and learning styles.

Skyrocket offers a range of components for every teacher’s needs, in order to 

develop different interests, abilities and skills. Among these are value activities, 

communicative grammar games, activities for holidays, multiple intelligence activities 

and more.

With Skyrocket students will:

 become autonomous learners 

 advance their critical thinking and 

life skills

 develop receptive and productive skills

 enjoy reading stories in the 

Skyrocket to Literature sections

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book 

 Practice Book 

 Student’s CD

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Guide 

 Class Audio CD

 Teacher’s Resource CD

- Grammar Games

- Value Activities

- Tests

 Posters and Word Cards

 Digital Media Projects 
(Levels 3-6)

 Digital Book

 Richmond Spiral Platform

Optional Components
 Skyrocket Your Grammar 
Student’s Book

 Skyrocket Your Grammar 
Teacher’s Guide 

 Skyrocket Your Grammar 
Class Audio CD  

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Student’s Book 7506009847477 7506009847484 7506009847491 7506009847507 7506009847514 7506009847521
Pack Skyrocket (PB+CD) 7506009839908 7506009839915 7506009839922 7506009839939 7506009839946 7506009839953
Skyrocket Your Grammar Student’s Book 9786070608995 9786070608865 9786070608872 9786070609541 9786070609558 9786070609008
Pack Skyrocket (SB+PB+CD+Grammar) 7506009841093 7506009841109 7506009841116 7506009841123 7506009841130 7506009841147
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Skyrocket (TG+CD+Res CD) 7506402100117 7506402100124 7506402100131 7506402100148 7506402100155 7506402100162
Pack Skyrocket Your Grammar (TG+CD) 7506009839977 7506009839991 7506009840003 7506009840010 7506009840027 7506009840034
Posters & Word Cards 7506009836600 7506009836617 7506009836624 7506009836631 7506009836648 7506009836655
Digital Media Projects ---- ---- 7506009839861 7506009839878 7506009839885 7506009839892
Digital Book 9786070612947 9786070612848 9786070612824 9786070612756 9786070612725 9786070613043
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Thumbs Up! Second Edition
Sarah Fash, Suzanne Harris, Martyn Hobbs and Julia Keddle

Thumbs up! Second Edition is a six-level primary series that motivates children to 

learn English while developing other areas of knowledge. It fosters students’ critical 

thinking skills, creativity and natural curiosity through comics, videos, cross-

curricular themes, games, poems and songs.

With Thumbs up! Second Edition students will:

 discover grammar rules at their own pace 

 focus on meaning rather than on form, as in 

first language acquisition

 follow a structured reading skills program 

with original stories, a comprehensive 

phonics, pronunciation and spelling 

program, and a six-level writing program

 reinforce values with comic strips 

accompanied by fun activities 

 develop their listening skills and 

broaden their knowledge of the world 

through videos and accompanying 

activities

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Thumbs Up! SE (SB+CD+Res Bk) TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA
Pack Thumbs Up! SE (PB+Test) TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Thumbs Up! SE (TG+Res CD+Test) 77506402100568 7506402100575 7506402100582 7506402100599 7506402100605 7506402100612
Posters & Cutouts 7506009846500 7506009846517 7506009846524 7506009846531 7506009846548 7506009846555

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book

 Practice Book

 Student’s Resource Book

 Practice Tests Booklet

 Student’s CD

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Guide (Units 1-4)

 Teacher’s Guide (Units 5-8)

 Posters and Cutouts

 Practice Tests Booklet

 Teacher’s Resource CD

- Class CD

- Videos

- Resources: flashcards, word 
cards, templates, grammar 
worksheets, assessments, 
practice tests audio, 
audioscript and answer key

 Richmond Spiral Platform

7-10
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More about...

STUDY
ACTIVITIES
CARTOONS

GRADEBOOK
RESOURCES

TESTS

PLAY

is now on

www.richmondspiral.com
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More about...

Engaging texts 
help students 
develop their 
reading skills

New pages 
introduce the 
vocabulary of 
each unit.

Activities help 
students develop 
listening and 
speaking skills

Structured writing activities 
lead students step by step 
to create different pieces of 
writing.

 Student’s Book
Eight topic-based units offer a balance of work in the four skill areas: 

reading, listening, speaking and writing.
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Pathway to Science is a new CLIL course for primary with lots of fun, hands-on 

activities to help learners develop competencies in science while developing 

their English language proficiency. Pathway to Science is the perfect 

complement for any general English course, enabling students to transfer their 

English skills to another content area while reinforcing their knowledge of 

science.

With Pathway to Science students will: 

Pathway to Science

 carry out experiments in the classroom 

(and beyond), to gain practical knowledge 

about what a scientist is and does

 become familiar with the scientific method 

from an early age

 explore the sciences of Life Science, 

Physics and Chemistry, and Earth 

and the Universe 

 discover scientific terms included in 

the illustrated glossary

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book with Activity 
Cards

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Guide

 Reinforcement and Extension 
Worksheets

 Evaluations

 Digital Book

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Pathway to Science (SB+AC) 7506009840041 7506009840058 7506009840065 7506009840072 7506009840089 7506009840096
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Pathway to Science (TG+REW+Ev) 7506009840409 7506009840416 7506009840423 7506009840430 7506009840447 7506009840454
Digital Book CD 9786070613180 9786070613173 9786070613166 9786070613159 9786070613142 9786070613135
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Pathway to Math is a new CLIL course for primary with a variety of activities to help 

learners develop competencies in math while developing their English language 

proficiency. Pathway to Math complements any general English course, enabling 

students to transfer their English skills to another content area while reinforcing 

their math skills.

With Pathway to Math students will:

 practice age-appropriate math, as learned 

in their native language classes, in English

 work together to find solutions, develop 

math skills and apply different calculation 

strategies

 learn about mathematical terms 

included in the illustrated glossary

 explore math exam strategies

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book with 
Activity Cards 

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Guide 

 Reinforcement and Extension 
Worksheets

 Evaluations 

 Digital Book

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Pathway to Math (SB+AC) 7506009844391 ---- ---- 7506009844421 ---- ----
Pathway to Math Student’s Book ---- 9786070612565 9786070612572 ---- 9786070612596 9786070612602
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Pathway to Math (TG+REW+Ev+DB) 7506009845244 7506009845251 7506009845268 7506009845275 7506009845282 7506009845299

Pathway to Math
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Set the course for bilingual education

En
co

m
pass your world w

ithLevel 6

Level 4

Level 2

Level 1
Level 3

Level 5
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More about...
Language Arts Program for
Bilingual Primary Education

En
co

m
pass your world w

ith

Compass is a six-level English program for bilingual elementary schools. The 
Compass program includes five interrelated modules for students:

• Compass Language Log

• Compass Vocabulary and Grammar Log

• Compass Reading Log

• Compass Phonics and Spelling Log

• Compass Writing Log

Used together, the five Compass 
modules provide a full program 
of teaching and learning in 
American English for the six 
grades of elementary school.

CLICK here 
to get access 
to Compass 
catalogue



 is...
The new Virtual Learning Environment designed for young learners. Easy to register and 
use for teachers and students, where they can find a wealth of interactive content and 
other resources related to the course they are studying in class. Currently, you can find 
content related to Cool Kids Second Edition, Skyrocket, Thumbs Up! Second Edition, 
Stopwatch, Awesome New Edition and Achievers.

 Study: Students have access to 
interactive excercises that are related to 
their Richmond course book.

 Play: Students can have fun with 300 
games to improve their vocabulary. 
There are 4 levels of difficulty and 15 
vocabulary topics per level. They can 
win treasure and compete against their 
classmates!

www.richmondspiral.com



 Resources: All the support material 
for teachers is in one tab. They can 
upload their own resources and share 
them with the class.

 Gradebook: Teachers can track their 
students’ progress. They can monitor 
scores for the whole class or individual 
students.

Study
and

Play

Activities
Gradebook
Resources

Tests
Cartoons



...education
Teenagers look for someone to listen to 
them. They are going through years of 
major changes. Remember to generate 
listening opportunities in your classes. 
Teenagers will appreciate a time to express 
how they feel.

...communication
Despite popular beliefs, teenagers like communicating the same way 
children do. The main difference, however, is that teenagers need to 
identify with the topic of discussion. Make sure to provide relevant 
topics that trigger students’ desire to speak.

...collaboration
Teenagers move in groups. They like hanging out 
together and even doing as much as possible 
with class peers. Promote cooperative and 
collaborative learning, maximize pair and group 
work opportunities and even generate some if 
the book does not suggest them. Your students 
will be very grateful and you will be promoting 
opportunities for them to use their oral skills.

...meaningfulness
Most topics in the ELT classroom might seem like 
cliché to today teenagers. It’s our job, as teachers, to 
find the right spin on every topic so that students get 
really hooked and feel the need to talk. Remember to 
always personalize instruction for it to be memorable 
and meaningful. 

...variety
Our 21st-century teens were mostly brought 
up in front of a screen with moving images. 
This has shaped their neurological connections 
and consequently they expect our lessons to 
“resemble” a screen. Be sure to plan varied 
activities, different interaction patterns and 
multiple resources. 

Let's talk
Secondary...



Secondary
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
 Present simple of verb to be
 Indefinite article
 A / an
 There is / are
 Present simple of to have
 Present simple for likes, like / love 
/ hate + -ing
 Countable / uncountable nouns
 Some / any, how much / many?
 This / that / these / those 
 Present simple for routines
 Adverbs of frequency 
 Present continuous for present 
activities
 Can for ability
 Past simple of to be
 Comparatives 
 Past simple
 Going to for future plans
 Should for advice
 Imperatives
 Superlatives

 Present simple
 Present continuous
 Going to for plans and predictions
 Will for predictions
 Have to, don’t have to and can’t
 Past simple
 There was / were
 Past continuous
 Past simple vs past continuous
 Present perfect for experiences and ongoing 
states
 Present perfect vs past simple
 Defining relative pronouns and clauses 
 Present and past passive with by
 Can / could (possibility and ability)
 Verb + gerund or infinitive 
 Zero conditional
 Present continuous for arrangements
 Going to for future plans
 Need to, want to, would like to
 Might and adverbs of possibility
 First conditional
 Modality, have to, don’t have to, can’t, must, 
mustn’t, had to, didn’t have to, could, couldn’t
 Reported statements
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Used to
 Will vs. going to
 As… as ...
 Present perfect + superlative

 Stative and dynamic verbs
 Past simple with just
 Present perfect for reporting news
 Present perfect continuous
 Subject vs. object questions
 First conditional
 Possibility with may, could, might, would
 The second conditional
 Past simple
 Indefinite pronouns
 Past perfect 
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Third conditional
 Allowed to, make and let
 So / Such… that
 Reported statements
 Say and tell
 Reported questions
 Reported commands and requests
 Verb + object + infinitive
 Imperative
 Should, ought to, had better, have to, don’t 
have to, can’t
 The second conditional 
 Wish
 Regret and criticism with should have 
 Defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Passive modals
 Non-defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Gerunds and infinitives 
 Conjunctions
 Causative
 So that and in order to
 Verb + object + -ing

 Frequency expressions
 Would vs used to
 Be used to
 Too / enough / too much / too many
 Articles (definite, indefinite, zero)
 Narrative tenses (past simple, continuous and 
perfect)
 Future in the past
 Before / while / after + –ing
 Past perfect continuous
 Can, be able to, could, was/were able to, managed 
to
 Future obligation
 Future perfect
 Future continuous
 Reported speech
 Indirect questions
 Zero, first, second, third and mixed conditionals
 Defining and non-defining relative clauses 
 Cleft sentences
 Present and past speculation and deduction
 Regrets and criticism (wish + past perfect, should 
have, third conditional)
 Passive voice (present, past, modals)
 Present perfect and present continuous passive
 Causative forms
 Comparatives and superlatives
 As… as ...
 Present, past and future tense review

-------------------------------- --------------------------------

 Present simple affi rmative, nega-
tive and questions
 Can / can’t
 Adverbs of frequency
 Present continuous
 Present continuous & present 
simple
 Comparatives
 Superlatives
 Past simple of be
 Past simple affirmative
 Past simple negative & questions
 Countable & uncountable nouns
 Some / any
 Quantifiers
 Present continuous for future
 Be going to
 Will & won’t
 Modals: rules & obligation
 Auxiliary verbs

 Present simple
 Adverbs of frequency
 Can / can’t
 Present continuous
 Present continuous & present simple
 State verbs
 Countable & uncountable nouns
 Some / any / no
 Quantifiers
 Past simple affirmative
 Was / were
 Past simple negative & questions
 Comparatives
 not as … as | less
 Superlatives | the least
 Past continuous
 Past continuous & past simple
 when & while Present perfect: ever & never
 Present perfect: How long, for & since
 Been & gone
 Modals: rules & obligation
 Modals: permission, advice &
suggestions
 Future plans & intentions
 Will for predictions
 First conditional

 Past simple & past continuous
 When & while
 Used to
 Present perfect with ever, never, yet, 
already & just
 Present perfect with for, since & how long
 Present perfect & past simple
 Comparatives & superlatives (not) as … as 
| Modifiers
 Indefinite pronouns
 Will / won’t | may / might
 First conditional
 Future plans & intentions | would like to
 Modals: rules, obligation & advice
 Second conditional
 Present simple passive
 Past simple passive Relative clauses: 
defining & nondefining
 Past perfect
 Reported speech
 Say & tell | reported yes / no questions
 Be able to, can & could
 Question tags
 Personal & possessive pronouns & 
adjectives | reflexive pronouns

 Present tense review
 Present perfect simple review
 Future review
 Future continuous
 First conditional with different 
conjunctions & modals
 Second conditional
 Wish about the present
 Third conditional
 Wish about the past
 Past simple & continuous
 Used to & would
 Past perfect
 Reported speech
 Reporting orders, requests & advice
 Reported questions
 Present perfect continuous
 Gerunds & infinitives
 The passive
 Active & passive
 Have / get something done
 Modals of speculation
 Modal perfects of speculation
 Multi-part verbs
 Adverbs

 Modal verb review
 Gerunds & infinitives
 Past simple, continuous & perfect
 Contrasting structures
 Past perfect continuous
 Narrative tenses
 Present perfect simple & continuous
 Relative clauses
 Uses of will
 Conjunctions in the future
 Future continuous & future perfect
 Second & third conditionals
 Expressing regret
 Third conditional inversion
 Uses of could
 Uses of be able to
 Modal perfects present, past, future & modal 
passives
 Advanced passive structures
 Reported speech: time & location expres-
sions
 Alternative reporting structures
 Review:
- Narrative tenses
- Present perfect
- Conditionals
 Review: 
- Reported speech
- Passives | Modal perfects 

 Reporting verbs
 Expressing purpose, reason & result
 Distancing
 Cleft sentences
 Get someone to do something
 Conditionals
 Have / get something done
 Adding emphasis with inversion
 Passives
 Adjectives & adverbs: advanced points
 Multi-part verbs
 Modal perfects
 Predictions: expressing 
certainty & uncertainty  
 Reported speech: advanced points
 Gerunds & infinitives
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
 Present simple of verb to be
 Indefinite article
 A / an
 There is / are
 Present simple of to have
 Present simple for likes, like / love 
/ hate + -ing
 Countable / uncountable nouns
 Some / any, how much / many?
 This / that / these / those 
 Present simple for routines
 Adverbs of frequency 
 Present continuous for present 
activities
 Can for ability
 Past simple of to be
 Comparatives 
 Past simple
 Going to for future plans
 Should for advice
 Imperatives
 Superlatives

 Present simple
 Present continuous
 Going to for plans and predictions
 Will for predictions
 Have to, don’t have to and can’t
 Past simple
 There was / were
 Past continuous
 Past simple vs past continuous
 Present perfect for experiences and ongoing 
states
 Present perfect vs past simple
 Defining relative pronouns and clauses 
 Present and past passive with by
 Can / could (possibility and ability)
 Verb + gerund or infinitive 
 Zero conditional
 Present continuous for arrangements
 Going to for future plans
 Need to, want to, would like to
 Might and adverbs of possibility
 First conditional
 Modality, have to, don’t have to, can’t, must, 
mustn’t, had to, didn’t have to, could, couldn’t
 Reported statements
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Used to
 Will vs. going to
 As… as ...
 Present perfect + superlative

 Stative and dynamic verbs
 Past simple with just
 Present perfect for reporting news
 Present perfect continuous
 Subject vs. object questions
 First conditional
 Possibility with may, could, might, would
 The second conditional
 Past simple
 Indefinite pronouns
 Past perfect 
 Comparatives and superlatives
 Third conditional
 Allowed to, make and let
 So / Such… that
 Reported statements
 Say and tell
 Reported questions
 Reported commands and requests
 Verb + object + infinitive
 Imperative
 Should, ought to, had better, have to, don’t 
have to, can’t
 The second conditional 
 Wish
 Regret and criticism with should have 
 Defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Passive modals
 Non-defining relative clauses and pronouns
 Gerunds and infinitives 
 Conjunctions
 Causative
 So that and in order to
 Verb + object + -ing

 Frequency expressions
 Would vs used to
 Be used to
 Too / enough / too much / too many
 Articles (definite, indefinite, zero)
 Narrative tenses (past simple, continuous and 
perfect)
 Future in the past
 Before / while / after + –ing
 Past perfect continuous
 Can, be able to, could, was/were able to, managed 
to
 Future obligation
 Future perfect
 Future continuous
 Reported speech
 Indirect questions
 Zero, first, second, third and mixed conditionals
 Defining and non-defining relative clauses 
 Cleft sentences
 Present and past speculation and deduction
 Regrets and criticism (wish + past perfect, should 
have, third conditional)
 Passive voice (present, past, modals)
 Present perfect and present continuous passive
 Causative forms
 Comparatives and superlatives
 As… as ...
 Present, past and future tense review

-------------------------------- --------------------------------

 Present simple affi rmative, nega-
tive and questions
 Can / can’t
 Adverbs of frequency
 Present continuous
 Present continuous & present 
simple
 Comparatives
 Superlatives
 Past simple of be
 Past simple affirmative
 Past simple negative & questions
 Countable & uncountable nouns
 Some / any
 Quantifiers
 Present continuous for future
 Be going to
 Will & won’t
 Modals: rules & obligation
 Auxiliary verbs

 Present simple
 Adverbs of frequency
 Can / can’t
 Present continuous
 Present continuous & present simple
 State verbs
 Countable & uncountable nouns
 Some / any / no
 Quantifiers
 Past simple affirmative
 Was / were
 Past simple negative & questions
 Comparatives
 not as … as | less
 Superlatives | the least
 Past continuous
 Past continuous & past simple
 when & while Present perfect: ever & never
 Present perfect: How long, for & since
 Been & gone
 Modals: rules & obligation
 Modals: permission, advice &
suggestions
 Future plans & intentions
 Will for predictions
 First conditional

 Past simple & past continuous
 When & while
 Used to
 Present perfect with ever, never, yet, 
already & just
 Present perfect with for, since & how long
 Present perfect & past simple
 Comparatives & superlatives (not) as … as 
| Modifiers
 Indefinite pronouns
 Will / won’t | may / might
 First conditional
 Future plans & intentions | would like to
 Modals: rules, obligation & advice
 Second conditional
 Present simple passive
 Past simple passive Relative clauses: 
defining & nondefining
 Past perfect
 Reported speech
 Say & tell | reported yes / no questions
 Be able to, can & could
 Question tags
 Personal & possessive pronouns & 
adjectives | reflexive pronouns

 Present tense review
 Present perfect simple review
 Future review
 Future continuous
 First conditional with different 
conjunctions & modals
 Second conditional
 Wish about the present
 Third conditional
 Wish about the past
 Past simple & continuous
 Used to & would
 Past perfect
 Reported speech
 Reporting orders, requests & advice
 Reported questions
 Present perfect continuous
 Gerunds & infinitives
 The passive
 Active & passive
 Have / get something done
 Modals of speculation
 Modal perfects of speculation
 Multi-part verbs
 Adverbs

 Modal verb review
 Gerunds & infinitives
 Past simple, continuous & perfect
 Contrasting structures
 Past perfect continuous
 Narrative tenses
 Present perfect simple & continuous
 Relative clauses
 Uses of will
 Conjunctions in the future
 Future continuous & future perfect
 Second & third conditionals
 Expressing regret
 Third conditional inversion
 Uses of could
 Uses of be able to
 Modal perfects present, past, future & modal 
passives
 Advanced passive structures
 Reported speech: time & location expres-
sions
 Alternative reporting structures
 Review:
- Narrative tenses
- Present perfect
- Conditionals
 Review: 
- Reported speech
- Passives | Modal perfects 

 Reporting verbs
 Expressing purpose, reason & result
 Distancing
 Cleft sentences
 Get someone to do something
 Conditionals
 Have / get something done
 Adding emphasis with inversion
 Passives
 Adjectives & adverbs: advanced points
 Multi-part verbs
 Modal perfects
 Predictions: expressing 
certainty & uncertainty  
 Reported speech: advanced points
 Gerunds & infinitives
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Awesome New Edition is a four-level course in general English for the 21st Century, 

taking students from an elementary level to an upper-intermediate level (B2 or 

Cambridge First) of the Common European Framework. Taking the best from 

communicative and task-based approaches and modern teaching methods, this 

course is sure to give your students an awesome advantage over their peers!

With Awesome New Edition students will:

 develop more autonomy in their learning 

and study practices

 communicate in varied, meaningful 

situations

 enhance their ICT literacy, using 
online resources to create 

presentations, videos, slideshows, 

blogs and web pages

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book

 Practice Book

 Reference Guide

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Book 

 Resource Book

 CD Pack 

 Posters

 Digital Book

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Pack Awesome NE (SB+SPIRAL) 7506009847439 7506009847446 7506009847453 7506009847460
Practice Book (PB+RG) 7506009840829 7506009841086 7506009841154 7506009841161
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Pack Awesome NE (TB+SPIRAL) 7506009849914 7506009849921 9786070609938 9786070609945
Resource Book 9786070609985 9786070609992 9786070610004 9786070610011
Teacher’s CD Pack (CD+Tests) 7506009841178 7506009841185 7506009841192 7506009841208
Posters 7506009840782 7506009840799 7506009840805 7506009840812
Digital Book 9786070613067 9786070613098 9786070613128 9786070613111

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Awesome New Edition
Carol Lethaby and Simon Brewster

5+
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Achievers is an inspiring six-level course for teenagers which combines interesting, 

age-appropriate topics with challenging input, practice and support, so that every 

student will achieve his or her best.

Achievers offers a choice of entry point (Post-Beginner or Elementary) and covers 

CEFR levels A1+ through C1 over its six levels.

With Achievers students will:

Achievers
Carolyn Barraclough, Leanne Gray, Martyn Hobbs,
Julia Keddle, Jane Revell and Ken Wilson

 learn contemporary, colloquial English

 improve their vocabulary through lexical 

sets and vocabulary-building sections

 focus on Cambridge English and TOEFL® 

exams through an exam training section

 engage in an ambitious project-like 

speaking task to develop their speaking 

skills

Components & 
Resources:

For Students
 Student’s Book

 Workbook

 Audio CD

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Teachers
 Teacher’s Book

 Teacher’s Resource Book

 Teacher’s i-Book

 Teacher’s Audio Material

 Richmond Spiral Platform

For Students Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Achievers (SB+SPIRAL) 7506009847378 7506009847385 7506009847392 7506009847408 7506009847415 7506009847422
Pack Achievers Workbook (WB+CD) 7506009843455 7506009843462 7506009843479 7506009843486 7506009843493 7506009844315
For Teachers Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
Pack Achievers (TG+Res Book+Audio+SPIRAL) 7506009849952 7506009849969 7506009849976 7506009849983 7506009849990 7506009850002
Teacher’s i-Book 9788466829571 9788466829380 9788466829106 9788466829557 9788466829915 9788466829748

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

5-10
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THE LITERACY ENVIRONMENT 
THAT HELPS 
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What if EVERY student had a virtual 
backpack of over 5,000 digital books?

IMAGINE THE IMPACT!
Now add a state-of-the art digital platform with a suite of literacy tools to help 
students forge strong connections to the text, embedded assessments to monitor their 
growth and real-time reporting.

Launched in 2011 with only 800 books, myON has grown to provide over 7.5 million 
students, from over 9,100 schools all over the world, a personalized literacy program with 
over 12,000 enhanced digital books! 

myON expands the classroom for teachers and students by providing unlimited access to 
award-winning digital books with multimedia supports, real-time assessments, close reading 
tools and opportunities to work through projects. It is the first personalized literacy ecosystem to offer  
a wide range of both fiction and nonfiction digital books to maximize student engagement in reading.

myON empowers students and teachers with real-time, actionable data—number and type of books opened 
and read, time spent reading, results of regular benchmark assessments, and more—based on embedded 
Lexile® assessments that measure student reading growth. With myON, every student experiences the 
benefits of personalized literacy instruction, empowering them to take responsibility for their own learning.

70%
NON-FICTION

30%
FICTION

More than 

5,000 
digital books 

available
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Ph.: +506 2520 0505
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